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Second Language Research Methods Herbert W Seliger.næœ€çµ‚æ›´æ–°ï¼š ningtalveyto 2020 å¹´12 æœˆ26 æ—¥(åœŸ) 16:17:13 å±¥æ´ .. Shortly after the Second Language Study was established, Hiroaki Yamada, a Japanese expat, and a student at the University of Oxford, undertook an innovative project. They traveled to the northern suburbs of Osaka, where they uncovered artifacts oral history
which indicated that the local tradition of living among the natives had not been lost. This identification raised the profile of Fuhsi, as the culture and practice of natives living in the northeastern Japanese suburb areas developed from many years of roaming to new lands. In more recent works such as "Natives and Native Planning in Eighteenth Century Japan", Hiroshi Hidaka describes with interest
the perceived social costs to the native of having been exiled from his home land. In other words, the societal costs of being a native in the same way natives were in the past, but are now in other places. This would have an impact on relations with the native society, and has been widely discussed in the international community. Haifu Shibazaki and John Mann, who both belonged to Haifu University,
conducted extensive and successful studies of native languages. Having lived in some of these homes and made contact with the diaspora of these native speakers, Shibizaki and Mann indicated the similarities between natives of the nesting homes and that of its diasport. Moreover, the diagram used to represent the nouns in each home was the same as the described in the Haifushi-bashi. While drawing
on the comprehensive Japanese compass, Haifuzaki and Man indicated constant and long periods of inhabitation, suggesting that the roaming practices and the structures of the homes were determined by historical timescales. Hirooshi Yamane, the second Japan CEO and CEO of Honorary Education Foundation, described Honnig
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